Abstract Hα (Balmer-alpha), H β (Balmer-beta) and Hγ (Balmer-gamma) spectral line intensities in atomic hydrogen plasma are investigated by using a high-power RF source. The intensities of the Hα, H β and Hγ spectral lines are detected by increasing the input power (0-6 kW) of ICPs (inductively coupled plasmas). With the increase of net input power, the intensity of Hα improves rapidly (0-2 kW), and then reaches its dynamic equilibrium; the intensities of H β can be divided into three processes: obvious increase (0-2 kW), rapid increase (2-4 kW), almost constant (4-6 kW); while the intensities of Hγ increase very slowly. The energy levels of the excited hydrogen atoms and the splitting energy levels produced by an obvious Stark effect play an important role in the results.
Introduction
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) has been widely used as a noninvasive and powerful diagnostic tool, which provides information on plasma density and temperature [1] . In addition, theoretical models for hydrogen excitation and ionization were presented by Johnson et al. [2] and Drawin et al [3] . Actually, some software packages have been successfully used to simulate hydrogen emission spectra [4−8] . Of course, the simulation must be based on relevant experimental data to obtain its real physical meaning. However, most of the experiments only focused on the low density hydrogen plasmas usually generated at the discharge with RF (radio frequency) power < 200 W. Results of high density hydrogen plasmas at RF power > 1 kW are rarely obtained due to the strong electromagnetic disturbances and difficulties in technical processing. When the net input power was limited to 1-6 kW, we found that the experimental results of H α , H β and H γ spectral lines intensity with the net input power are uniquely related. Based on the Boltzmann distribution law and the Stark effect on the excited hydrogen atoms, in this paper, we analyze and discuss the results in detail.
Experimental equipment and methods
The ICP discharge system is composed of the RF source, the matching network, the quartz tube, and the electrode coil. The net input power is adjustable in the range of 0-6 kW, with RF frequency of 2 MHz. The quartz tube is 180 mm in length and 260 mm in diameter. The electrode coil is made of 4 turns of a watercooled copper coil. The experimental pumping system consists of a vacuum pump (15 L · s −1 ) and a molecular pump (1600 L · s −1 ). The base pressure in the discharge vacuum chamber is about 10 −3 Pa. The working gas is H 2 , and the pressure of H 2 is kept at 0.83 Pa during the RF discharge. The experimental set-up includes a plasma diagnosis system, a discharge chamber and a pumping system, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The plasma diagnosis system is composed of an OES spectrometer and 14 groups of Langmuir probes. The spectrometer used in this experiment is an Andor-Shamrock-SR-500i, with resolution of 0.05 nm, wavelength repeatability of ±0.05 nm, raster size of 68 mm×68 mm, focal length of 500 mm, aperture of f /6.5, focal plane size of 28 mm×14 mm, and the spectrometer appearance size is 550 mm×343 mm×206.5 mm. The SR-500i had been precisely calibrated by the manufacturer before it left the factory. Measurements from Langmuir probes show that the plasma density N e can be up to 10 17 m −3 and the plasma temperature T e is about 5 eV. 
Results and discussion
According to the spectrometer measurements, Fig. 2 shows that the intensities of the H α , H β and H γ spectral lines change with the net input power.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the Doppler-broadened or Starkbroadened linewidth is obvious for H α (λ=656.28 nm), H β (λ=486.13 nm) and H γ (λ=433.75 nm) in a hydrogen plasma Balmer series, which has already been explained in Refs. [9, 10] . What we care about is the change of spectral line intensity with the input power. From Fig. 3 , H α , H β and H γ spectral line intensities depend obviously on the net input power. Fig. 4 was obtained in the same way as mentioned above, and shows the unique experimental results of the hydrogen plasma spectrum for ICPs under the highpower condition.
For atom radiation, the optical emission intensity I nm of photon radiation (the excited state atomic transition from nth to mth energy level) for a unit solid optical emission angle of a light source can be expressed as [11] : where N n is the number of hydrogen atoms in the nth energy level, N all the number of all hydrogen atoms, E n the nth energy level, Z is the partition function, g n the statistical weight in the nth energy level, γ nm the frequency of emitted photons and A nm the transition probability.
Generally, it is difficult for a stronger electric field to form in stable plasmas though there is always a strong electric field in the sheath zone of the hydrogen plasma. However, the unique results should have proper explanation. According to the Ref. [9] , the electric field strength of the plasma can reach 10 5 V·m −1 in the gas discharge tube, leading to a significant Stark effect. Therefore, under the action of the high-power RF source, more splitting energy levels were produced in the excited hydrogen atoms. We assumed that the excited hydrogen atoms were strongly influenced by the strong electric field ε. It is reported that the hydrogen energy levels of E 2 , E 3 , E 4 can be split into many levels in strong external electric field, and the energy level formula of the hydrogen atom is [12] :
According to Eq. (3), the energy level n=2 was split into three levels, the energy level n=3 was split into five levels, and the energy level n=4 was split into seven levels. Thus, the photon frequency from the energy levels n 2 to the energy levels n 1 can be expressed as:
According to the radiation transition selection rules [12] : m=0, ±1, as the hydrogen atom transits from the energy level n 2 to the energy level n 1 , the number N (n 2, n 1 ) of spectral lines is described as:
Based on Eq. (5), the H α line (n 2 =3→ n 1 =2) was split into 15 spectral lines, the H β line (n 2 =4→ n 1 =2) was split into 21 spectral lines, and the H γ line (n 2 =5→ n 1 =2) was split into 27 spectral lines.
We assumed I α to be the intensity of the H α spectral line (from n=3 to n=2), I β to be the intensity of the H β spectral line (from n=4 to n=2) and I γ to be the intensity of the H γ spectral line (from n=5 to n=2). As shown in Fig. 4 , the experimental results consist of three parts: I α , I β and I γ .
I α
From Fig. 4 , with the increase of net input power, I α improves rapidly (0-2 kW), and then reaches its dynamic equilibrium, beating around its maximum (2-6 kW).
This can be explained as follows. Firstly, according to Eq. (1) [13] . Therefore, according to Eq. (2), the I n2 is mainly proportional to N n . Of course, N n increased with the net input power [14] . Therefore, I α improved rapidly when the net input power was increased (0-2 kW). However, as the net input power was increased in the second region (2-6 kW), N 3 was almost constant, because all of the splitting energy levels at n = 3 were full up, besides, more and more excited hydrogen atoms could jump to the splitting energy levels at n = 4 instead of those at n = 3, and thus we found I α reaching the dynamic equilibrium and beating around its maximum.
I β
According to the results in Fig. 4 , with the increase of the net input power, we found that I β can be divided into three processes: obvious increase (0-2 kW), rapid increase (2-4 kW), almost constant (4-6 kW).
Similar to I α , I β increased obviously in 0-2 kW. But as E 4 (−0.85 eV)> E 3 (−1.51 eV), we obtained N 4 <N 3 , thus, I β < I α . In 2-4 kW, taking into account the obvious Stark effect, the energy level n=4 was split into seven levels. According to Eq. (1), with the increase of net input power, there were more and more excited hydrogen atoms entering into the seven energy levels. Based on Eq. (2), the H β line (n 2 =4→ n 1 =2) was split into 21 spectral lines while the H α line (n 2 =3→ n 1 =2) was split into 15 spectral lines. Therefore, the transition probability from n 2 =4 to n 1 =2 could be higher than one of those from n 2 =3 to n 1 =2. As more and more excited hydrogen atoms jumped to the splitting levels at n=4, I β increased rapidly. In 4-6 kW, similar to I α , since all of the splitting energy levels at n =4 were full up, I β was almost constant. Fig. 4 shows that I γ increased very slowly with the increase of net input power.
I γ
According to Eq. (1), for excited hydrogen atoms, E 5 (−0.544 eV)> E 4 (−0.85 eV) > E 3 (−1.51 eV), and then N 5 <N 4 <N 3 . Therefore, I γ was small though the H γ line (n 2 =5→ n 1 =2) was split into 27 spectral lines and there was bigger transition probability.
As mentioned above, our theoretical predictions on I α , I β and I γ are consistent with the experimental results shown in Fig. 4. 
Conclusions
In summary, we studied the H α , H β and H γ spectral line intensities in hydrogen plasmas for ICPs with a high-power RF source.
For H α , the great increase in the first process (0-2 kW) was due to its smallest energy levels while the almost constant intensity in the second process (2-6 kW) was ascribed to the saturated electrons at the splitting energy levels at n =3. For H β , in the first region (0-2 kW), E 4 (−0.85 eV) > E 3 (−1.51 eV) led to I β < I α ; in the second region (2-4 kW), due to an obvious Stark effect caused by the strong electric field, more and more high energy electrons directly jumped to the splitting energy levels at n=4, and jumped back to the splitting energy levels at n=2, resulting in a significant increase of I β ; in the third region (4-6 kW), similar to I α , I β was almost constant since the splitting energy levels at n =4 were full up. For H γ , as the splitting energy levels at n =5 were the highest in the Balmer H α , H β and H γ lines, the Stark effect on I γ can be ignored, thus, E 5 (−0.544 eV)> E 4 (−0.85 eV) > E 3 (−1.51 eV) led to I γ < I β < I α .
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